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HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
Positive Parenting
Parenting is beautiful and rewarding, but can also
be draining and messy. For all the slow days and
fast years, parenting is often at the forefront of
our minds. Are we doing enough? Are we doing
it “right?” We do our best, but what about when
we’re questioning if our best is really working?
Between
juggling
schedules,
assisting
with homework, and coping with the daily
responsibilities of work and home, stress is a
given. Finding positive ways to handle the stress
of parenting is essential. Even if we aren’t feeling
the effects, a few simple tweaks to our family
schedule can prevent stress and teach positive
coping methods.
• Stress-assessment - On the stress
spectrum, where do you land? How
do you typically respond to stressful
circumstances? Do you turn to alcohol,
cigarettes, or food to dull the stress or
“reward” yourself? Do you find yourself
yelling or raising your voice more quickly
with the children? When we’re mindful of
the choices we make under stress, we can
more readily identify what might need to
shift. This also provides insight into what
traits our kids might be picking up as well.
• Healthy habits - Build in a solid routine
of good health. Proper rest, nutrient-rich
food, and regular exercise will greatly help
to minimize stress levels. While it might
seem nearly impossible to incorporate

healthy habits in times of stress, these are
the exact tools our bodies crave in highintensity seasons of life.
• Take some QT - Saying no to a few of the
extracurricular activities might be just
what the doctor ordered. The obstacle of
opportunity is alive and well, and families
are feeling more pressure to “do it all.”
Create some margin by staying in for an
evening. Dust off those board games,
make some popcorn, and build some
quality family time into your schedule.
• Get vocal - If and when you or your
child are feeling stressed, avoid shutting
down. Press into those emotions and
talk about them. Open up to one another
and recognize the role emotions play
in our lives. A counselor, mental health
professional, trusted friend, or religious
leader can offer suggestions for guiding
the conversation.
When it comes to parenting in today’s world,
know that you are not alone. Chances are you are
not the only parent feeling overwhelmed. Finding
a support network is one of the best means to
prevent and cope with stress. If you are unsure
where to connect with others, contact your
child’s school, local library, or pediatrician’s office
for a list of community services. Our children are
worth the investment, and so are we.

STAYING FIT
Fat: The Good, Bad, and the Ugly
Whether it’s a New Year’s resolution or swimsuit season, it’s pretty
common to hear, “I’ve gotta lose some weight. I feel so fat!” Though
our culture is working hard to change the language we use about
body image, many individuals still think of fat as a four-letter word.
FAT FACTS

Just like protein and carbohydrates, fats are essential. They’re a
major energy source, providing nine calories per gram of fat. They
help absorb specific vitamins and minerals, and insulate and protect
our organs. Cell growth and hormone production also come from
dietary fats. Without fat, our bodies simply wouldn’t function at
their best.
Four dietary fats are found in the foods we eat: saturated, trans
fats, monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated. These each affect our
bodies in different ways. Typically the saturated and trans fats raise
your LDL, more commonly known as the “bad cholesterol” levels.
However, monounsaturated and polyunsaturated may actually
lower those LDL levels when eaten as part of a healthy diet.

FAST FATS

Just because you need a quick snack, doesn’t mean you have to grab
fast-food. Avocados, natural peanut butter, and nuts and seeds are
great, healthy-fat choices. Nuts are an excellent source of protein,
fiber, vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants. Put together a trail mix,
grab some fresh fruit or celery to go with your peanut butter, or
make some guacamole as dip for veggies. All of these options
provide healthy fats that will fuel you through the day, and help you
stick to healthy goals that are sustainable.
Next time you’re tempted to think all fat is created equal, do
yourself a favor. Check out a new recipe. Read a healthy eating blog.
Just because you want to limit the donuts, doesn’t mean you need
to ditch the flavor. Bon Appétit!

MODERATION

Certain foods contain high levels of saturated fats, such as: beef,
pork, chicken with skin, lard, cream, butter, cheese, and whole milk.
Baked goods and fried foods are also high in saturated fat levels.
Consider limiting these items in your diet or find alternatives.
Fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and low-fat dairy items are simple
substitutions for saturated fats. Limiting sugary drinks and foods
is also helpful. Try switching out your cooking oil for one with
less saturated fat. Canola, olive, peanut, and sunflower oils are all
healthier options.

THINKING WELL
Managing Media
Balancing the tightrope of news media can be tricky. With 24-7
access to television, print media, and streaming devices, it’s no
wonder we can easily feel bombarded with data. Identifying the
risks between over-exposure and ignorance are worth exploring.
HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?

Our physical and mental well-being weren’t designed for persistent
paranoia or the nonstop monotony of news media. Consistent
exposure to troubling events releases a natural stress response in
our bodies. Threatening or alarming news coverage may trigger
a spike in hormone levels with damaging long-term effects. An
important self-care element is understanding the boundaries our
individual psyches can tolerate without feeling traumatized or
uninformed.
A NEW “PROBLEM”

Though today’s messages may not seem significantly worse than
previous generations, the presentation methods have drastically
changed. Smartphones now allow for any and all footage of
particular events to be aired. Everything from natural disasters to
mass fatalities are filmed and aired by professional or amateur alike.
Most current news teams aim for visual and shocking resources to
attract viewers.
STRATEGIES FOR NEWS STREAMING

Though the term “fake news” can be polarizing, not all news agencies
are alike. Do your due diligence to verify your news sources. Staying

informed is important. However, if the news is causing stress,
anxiety, or sleep loss, there might be a problem. Consider a few
simple strategies to maintain a healthy and informed outlook.
• Limit your intake - There’s nothing wrong with minimizing
or blocking the news for a few hours or days. Avoid reading
or watching shocking, news-related stories before bed.
• Check for credibility - Biased or illegitimate news sources
will often mimic a reputable site’s domain name. Watch for
unusual endings, like .com.co. More credible sites will have a
URL ending in: .gov, .edu, .mil, and .org.
• Quality matters - Can you spot grammatical or spelling
mistakes? Do yourself a favor and scroll past that story.
Timeliness should never affect content quality. Reputable
news sources maintain high grammatical and proofing
standards.
• Leave it to the pros - Fact-checking websites are a gamechanger in the day of “fake news” and biased media reports.
It’s just as easy to write an erroneous story as it is to doctor up
a photo. Channel your inner Sherlock Holmes to determine
fact from fiction. FactCheck.org, PolitiFact.com, and Snopes.
com are good places to start. You can also google a story’s
author for their bio and other books or articles written.
Though news is happening all around us all the time, we aren’t
powerless in the barrage of information. Take control by curating a
well-read, well-watched news lifestyle.

PEAK PERFORMANCE
Optimizing a Shift Work Schedule
Once upon a time business hours were a normal 9 to 5. Yet in a 247, constantly available society, many businesses simply don’t clock
out. Employees working outside the 9 to 5 mold, specifically during
the night hours, are known as shift workers. While consumers and
manufacturers might enjoy the advantages of longer hours, what
about the workers? How can shift workers make the most of their
time?

• Sleep Smart - Many workers need some wind-down time
after their shift. Find times of sleep that work best for you.
To feel rested, you might need to break up your sleep to
include pre-work and post-work slumber. Block out excess
noise, use a sleep mask, and post a “Day Sleeper” sign on
your front door, if necessary. Avoid eating a large meal or
drinking excessive fluids or alcohol before bed.

SHIFT WORK SIDE-EFFECTS

• Exercise - When you exercise is almost as important as the
action itself. Avoid workouts within three hours of sleep as
this energizes your body. Twenty minutes of cardio before a
shift might be all you need for a natural pick-me-up.

There can be incentives to working shift work hours. However,
working hours outside of the body’s natural, biological clock can
lead to challenges as well. Many shift workers cite insomnia and
sleep disorders, as well as difficulty concentrating, driving fatigued,
and digestive issues as common side-effects to working through
the night. Depression, relational tension, and social pressures add
to the dynamics.
SHIFTWORK STRATEGIES

Rotating shift work schedules can be the most difficult on your
body. Hospital workers, law enforcement officers, pilots, and
customer service representatives are just some workers that
experience rotating shift schedules. Here are some tips to optimize
your shift work schedule regardless if it’s rotating or fixed.

• Social Solutions - Create a visual calendar for family
members to know when you’re available. Utilize your
breaks at work by making phone calls or video-chatting
with your loved ones. Poor communication can lead to
relational tension. When possible, err on the side of overcommunicating. Look for ways to connect with your partner
and/or children by planning special times. Think quality
above quantity.

SOUND FINANCES
Are Financial Planners Worth It?
No one can manage your money better than you, right? While this
may or may not be true, having a trusted advisor with financial
expertise is a major asset. A financial planner – also known as a
financial advisor – works with individuals to manage their finances.
They also advise on investments, savings, insurance, taxes, and
other financial matters. They can help you develop a plan to reach
your financial goals.
SELECTING A FINANCIAL PLANNER

When it comes to money, you want to work with someone you can
trust. The following check-list items can help you determine a good
fit for you and your money.
• Education/Certifications - Inquire about their experience,
education, and if they are nationally certified. Many times
this information can easily be found on their website.
• Fees - Be sure to ask how much you will be paying. Some ask
for a fixed fee, and others base payment on amount of time
spent with you. Other financial planners receive pay that is
based on a percentage of your assets managed by them.
• Accessibility - How often would you like to meet with your
financial advisor? Will you interact with them personally
or an assistant? Choose someone that will work with your
desired methods.
WORTH IT?

There are certainly times to consider meeting with a financial
advisor. Major life changes are usually wise times to consult with
an unbiased third-party. Think about choosing a financial planner
during any of these life fluctuations:

you on realistic and sustainable choices.
• Large financial gifts - Unless you plan on stuffing it in your
mattress, ask for wisdom when receiving a large sum of
money. A financial advisor can show you the best course of
action for your cold, hard cash.
• Retirement - When considering retirement, schedule a sitdown meeting - the sooner, the better.
• End-of-life planning - Estate and beneficiary planning may
not be your area of expertise. Talk to an advisor to help
alleviate stress and gain some peace during a potentially
difficult time.

Though partnering with a financial planner isn’t free, the payoff is something money can’t buy. Less stress, more time to enjoy
• Legal changes to relational status - A new marriage or what you love, and a return on your money spent is a worthwhile
divorce is an emotional time. A financial planner can educate investment.

COACH APPROACH
Boosting Body Image
Looking in the mirror can be a day-brightener or a mood-killer
depending on how we perceive that reflection. The way we view
our bodies both in our mind and mirror is defined as “body image.”
The clothing we wear, activities we choose, relationships we select,
and even how we feel emotionally are all influenced by our body
image.
HEALTHY IDEALS

A common misperception is that body image is only about one’s
weight. No matter our size, weight loss does not guarantee a
healthy body image. Though it may seem normal to dislike one or
many parts of our bodies, there are good reasons to bolster our
body image. Risks of anxiety, depression, eating disorders, and
other emotional, social, and physical problems are all associated
with a negative body image.
BODY LOVE

Research has shown that having a positive view of your body is one
of the best ways to maintain a healthy, sustainable weight. When
we appreciate our bodies, we tend to be more mindful of the food
we feed it. There’s absolutely nothing arrogant, odd, or wrong
about loving your body and acknowledging what it can do. If you
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feel like your body image is far from healthy, here’s the great news:
improving your body image is a learned skill. These suggestions
may help you see past the cellulite, stretch marks, varicose veins, or
any area perceived as “flawed.”
• Pump up the positive - Consider writing down inspirational
messages and placing them throughout your home or
office. Nix that negative body talk from others. Notice how
you speak about yourself too. If you wouldn’t say it about
someone else, don’t say it about yourself.
• Power down social media - Pay attention to what you’re
feeding your mind. Social media paints a “perfect” image,
easily distorting reality. Seek to watch television or movies
promoting diverse body types.
• Kindness matters - Our bodies are more than just an image.
Be kind to yourself by creating a gratitude list of everything
you like about yourself. Continue to add to your list! Focus
on your body’s abilities, not just your image.
Good health is about more than just our body size and weight.
However, if you do feel concern about this, speaking with your
doctor, medical professional, or counselor is a great first step.

